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The important medieval village of Barberino di Mugello 
deserves attention for its buildings, parish churches, 
historical villas, the renowned Bilancino Lake where one 
can enjoy a pleasant relief, and the landmarks along the via 
degli Dei, a trail ideal for those who enjoy trekking and 
nature. Barberino is without doubt also known for its 
Designer Outlet shopping centre.

�
The oldest nucleus developed in the Middle Ages at the foot of the hills on which the 
ancient Cattini di Combiate castle stands. The centre was destroyed in the Florentine 
Republic of the three hundreds, which in that period took control of the area, and was 
subsequently plundered several times before being rebuilt as a centre for agricultural and 
trading activities. Barberino progressively experienced notable development, to the point 
that it became one of the largest towns in the Mugello and assumed an important 
economic role.

www.comunebarberino.it

 
Medical services: 0573 454545
State Police (Carabinieri): 055 841004
Local police (Polizia Municipale): 055 841010  
Per incidenti stradali e segnalazioni: 055 84966966
Tourist Office: 055 84527185/6 - 3240872050
Pro-site (proloco): www.prolocobarberino.it

USEFUL INFORMATIONHISTORICAL WHY VISIT BARBERINO DI MUGELLO?
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PALAZZO PRETORIO 
VANGI COLLECTION

As the ancient headquarters of 
the chief magistrate since 1536, it 
was restored in neo-medieval 
style in the nineteenth century to 
be transformed into the 
residence of the praetor. On the 
façade, one can admire the coats 
of arms of the ancient chief 
magistrates that have held office 
in the Barberino di Mugello 
governments. Today, the building 
hosts the town’s library and is a 
location for events and cultural 
meetings of notable importance. 
Above all, it hosts the exhibition 
of the Barberino sculptor Giuliano 
Vangi.

�

VILLA LE MASCHERE
 
The fifteenth century villa of the 
Gerini marquis owes its name to 
the twenty-two faces carved in 
macigno stone on the western 
façade, which differ from each 
other with expressions that are 
one minute grotesque, cheerful 
the next. It is considered to be 
one of the most beautiful of the 
Mugellan villas and looks from a 
small hill over Bilancino lake. It 
was restored at the end of the six 
hundreds by Giovan Battista 
Foggini, sculptor and architect of 
the Grand Duchy court of Tuscany 
Cosimo III de’ Medici, who also 
took care of the park’s design 
with a beautiful Italian garden 
and long avenues.

�

CAFAGGIOLO VILLA
 
Cosimo de’ Medici had the villa 
restored by Michelozzo in 1451 as 
a residence of the Medici family. It 
is a beautiful building in which 
princes, popes, writers and artists 
convened. Lorenzo The 
Magnificent came as a child, and 
later, the future Pope Leo X. At 
the height of its splendour, the 
villa hosted the factory of the 
famous majolica. When the 
Medici family tree became 
extinct, the residence passed in 
1778 to the Lorraines and in 1864 
to the Borghese princes. In 2013, it 
was proclaimed as a UNESCO 
world heritage site.
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GALLIANO HISTORICAL 
CENTRE

Galliano, also known as “the 
cypress town” is a small medieval 
village immersed in the 
magnificent hilly landscape that 
is typical of the Mugello. Dating 
back to the first decades of the 
year one thousand, the wording 
“Borgum Gallani” appeared for 
the first time in the will of Ubaldo 
Ubaldini to his sons with which 
the Ubaldian dominion over this 
territory continued.

�

BILANCINO LAKE

Born as the dam to hinder the 
Arno river’s flooding, today it is 
the largest artificial lake in 
Tuscany. It is very much 
appreciated as a place of 
relaxation where one can bathe 
or practice sports such as fishing, 
canoeing and windsurfing thanks 
to the comforts of the lakeside 
resorts. There are cycle and 
pedestrian paths around its 
banks where one can trek, jog or 
go on a pleasant mountain bike 
ride.

Lorem ipsum
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HISTORICAL ROUTES: 
VIA DEGLI DEI/MILITARY 
FLAMINIA

The Via degli Dei (Road of the 
Gods) path runs along an ancient 
road that was built in roman 
times to connect the cities of 
Felsina (Bologna) and Fiesole 
(Florence). Also known as “Military 
Flaminia”, the Via degli Dei is a 
130km path, to follow on foot or 
by bike, characterised by 
tarmacked and dirt roads, as well 
as by tracks running across the 
Apennines. The central sections 
cut across the Barberino 
municipality.
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BARBERINO CASTLE
 
A unique, exclusive and discreet 
place, the castle of Barberino di 
Mugello is the oldest Tuscan 
manor house to the north of 
Florence. Erected in the twelfth 
century as a military outpost 
guarding the main entrance to 
Florence from the Bolognese 
Apennines, over the centuries it 
has been destroyed and rebuilt 
several times until holding its 
current formation. It stands on a 
hill that dominates the plain of 
the river Aglio. Immersed in 
nature, it is surrounded by a vast 
Italian garden and pine forests. 
The thick walls surround the 
courtyard upon which various 
buildings, including the main 
dwelling, overlook. 
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PARISH CHURCH OF ST. 
JOHN IN PETROIO
 
Located in a panoramic position 
on a hill that dominates a large 
part of the western Mugello, the 
parish church is remembered in 
documents dating back to 1097 
and probably stood along an 
ancient road that connected 
Bologna and Florence.
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